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Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), in which a 
fluorescent donor molecule transfers energy via a nonradiative 
dipoldipole interaction to an acceptor molecule (which is usually 
a fluorescent molecule), is a standard spectroscopic technique for 
measuring distancesin the 10-70-A range. Upon energy transfer, 
which depends on the R6 distance between the donor and acceptor, 
the donor's lifetime and quantum yield are reduced, and the 
acceptor fluorescence is increased, or sensitized.' 

We have used a luminescent europium chelate as donor and 
an organic dye, CY-5, as acceptor. This luminescence resonance 
energy transfer (LRET) has several advantages over the more 
conventional FRET.Z The distance at which 50% of the energy 
is transferred (Ro) is large, 70 A; the donor lifetime is single 
exponential and long (0.63 ms in HzO, 2.5 ms in DzO), making 
lifetime measurements facile and highly accurate; the orientation 
dependence ( K * )  of energy transfer is minimized by the donor's 
multiple electronic transitions and long lifetime, limiting uncer- 
tainty in the measured distance due to orientation effects to * 12% 
in the worst case;3 the sensitized emission of the acceptor can be 
measured with little or no interfering background, yielding a 
>SO-fold improvement in signal to background over standard 
donor-acceptor pairs and enabling distances several times Ro to 
be mea~ured.~ We also measure the sensitized emission lifetime 
which, in our case, is independent of total concentration and 
incomplete labeling. 

We have used both terbium' and europium as donors, and the 
results for europium are presented here. The donor-acceptor 
model system is known in Figure 1. The double-stranded DNA 
oligomer serves as a rigid tether to establish a defined distance 
between the europium donor and the CY-5 acceptor. The points 
of attachment of the donor and acceptor are separated by 42 A, 
although there is some uncertainty about the exact position of the 
dyes due to the flexible six-carbon linkers used for attachment?,' 

Figure 2 shows the spectral characteristics which lead to the 
unusuallylargeR0of70~inD~O (56AinH20). Roisdetermined 
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from standard equations' based on a calculated spectral overlap 
(J) of 6.55 X 1015 nm4 M-I, an orientation factor ( K ~ )  of 2/j, an 
index of refraction of 1.33, and a quantum yield for europium 
luminescence in D2O of 1 (0.25 in H20).* In calculating Ro it 
is important to use the quantum yield of the lanthanide emission, 
and not the quantum yield of the entire chelate, and to include 
in the spectral overlap (J) calculation only those transitions which 
are electric dipole. The europium emission at 617 nm, which is 
used here for energy transfer, has been shown to be "forced" 
electric dipole? and hence Fbrster's theory of energy transfer is 
applicable. The europium emission at 596 nm cannot couple to 
an acceptor because it is a magnetic dipole transition and so is 
not included in the spectral overlap calculation.1° 

Wecan measure the sensitized emission of the acceptor without 
significant interference from either donor emission or direct 
acceptor fluorescence. At 668 nm, europium is nearly silent 
(europium emission at 668 nm is 125 times less than at its 617- 
nm maximum) and by using pulsed excitation and gating off the 
detector for 90 ps, the direct fluorescence of the carbostyril 
sensitizer in the donor complex and the direct fluorescence of the 
CY-5 are completely eliminated, while the europium stays excited 
and capable of energy transfer.ll 

Figure 3 shows such a dark-background sensitized emission 
experiment. Here the ratio of donor to acceptor strands is 
approximately 1 :0.6; we intentionally add less acceptor than donor 
to show the ability of our system to analyze heterogeneous signals 
(see Figure 4). The average fraction of energy transfer in Figure 
3 is 57%. The signal at 668 nm arises from sensitized emission 
of CY-5, i.e., fluorescence due only to energy transfer. We 
calculate the signal/background at 668 nm to be 94:l (where 
background is due to a small amount of europium luminescence), 
a factor of 50-100 impovement in signal/background over the 
sensitized emission signal from fluorescein-rhodamine, one of 
thebest donor-acceptor pairs, attached to the same 10-mer (data 
not shown). 

Figure 4 shows lifetime data corresponding to Figure 3. The 
donor-only signal is single exponential with a lifetime of 2.52 ms. 
The donor quenching signal fits a biexponent extremely well (9 
= 0.998): y = 63% exp(-t/(0.22 ms)) + 37% exp(-t/(2.40 ms)). 
The long-time component corresponds to the donor-only species. 
That the long-time component nearly equals the donor-only 
lifetime is an internal control which shows that intermolecular 
energy transfer is at most 5%. The short-time component arises 
from intramolecular energy transfer in the hybridized donor- 
acceptor complex and corresponds to 91% quenching (1-0.22 
ms/2.52 ms) and a donor-acceptor distance of 46 A. (Flue 
rescein-rhodamine on the same DNA with C-6 linkers yields 
22% energy transfer.') A titration with increasing acceptor 
concentration increases the fraction of the short-time component 
but does not change its lifetime, as expected. At a 2-fold excess 
of acceptor strand, a 10% component corresponding to donor- 
only signal remains, presumably due to unhybridized donor 
strands. 

Figure 4 also shows the lifetime of the sensitized emission. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of double-stranded DNA with europium chelate (donor) at one 5' end and C Y 4  at  the other 5' end. The europium 
chelate, (diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid-carbostyril 124-Eu: trivial name, DTPA-csl24-Eu) was made by a modification of the procedure of 
Bailey,'* starting with the dianhydride of DTPA (Sigma), carbostyrill24 (Aldrich), and the synthetic DNA base-protected and on the column to ensure 
that labeling occurs only at the 5' amino group. The a124  effectively increases the absorption cross section of the europium to approximately 8000 
M-I cm-I a t  337 nm, where we excited the donor with a pulsed nitrogen laser. A 100-fold excess of EDTA did not remove any noticeable amount 
of europium from the DTPA-a124 chelator. The acceptor was Slabeled with CY-513 (Biological Detection Systems) via standard methods. Unlabeled 
complementary DNA oligomers were made as controls. All DNA was reversed-phase HPLC purified. 
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Flgure 2. Spectra of DNA labeled with either CY-5 or DTPA-csl24-Eu. 
Dashed and solid lines are the absorption and emission spectra of CY-5, 
respactively. Solid line with circles is the emission spectrum of DTPA- 
csl24-Eu on DNA. The small signal a t  548 nm is due to contaminating 
terbium. All data shown are a t  0.5 pM donor strand concentration in 
10 mM Tris-HC1 pH 8.0,lO mM MgC12,lSO mM NaCI, DzO at  5 OC. 
Decreasing concentration by 2- and 4-fold yielded the same results. 
Emission spectroscopy was done on a laboratory-built spectrometer 
utilizing a pulsed nitrogen laser, a photon-counting detector, and a 
multichannel scalar with 2-ps time resolution. The CY-5 emission 
spectrum shown above was obtained on a steady-state SPEX fluorimeter. 
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Figure 3. Emission spectrum of a mixture of donor-strand DNA and 
acceptor strand in approximately a 1 :0.6 ratio (see Figure 1). The signal 
is collected with a 7.5-ms gate after a 90-ps delay. 
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Figure 4. Lifetime data corresponding to Figure 3, showing a donor-only 
lifetime of 2.5 ms, a biexponential donor quenching corresponding to a 
mixture of donor-only and donor-acceptor complexes, and a largely single 
exponential sensitized emission signal. The latter signal is insensitive to 
donor-only or acceptor-only species. The donor-only lifetimes on single- 
stranded and double-stranded DNA differ by less than 5%. 

The sensitized emission lifetime signal is fit to a biexponential 
(15 = 0.999): y = 40% exp(-t/(59 ps)) + 60% exp(-t/(0.25 
ms)). The short-time component is due to direct fluorescence of 
the acceptor and can be eliminated by gating the detector. The 
0.25-ms component is due to an energy transfer of 90% (1-0.25 
ms/2.52 ms), in excellent agreement with the short-time 
component of the donor quenching. A very small long-time 
component (-1%) can be seen due to direct donor fluorescence. 

In summary, luminescence energy transfer yields results 
consistent with a FBrster theory assuming that the appropriate 
parameters are used. On the basis of the large Ro, the ease and 
reproducibility of our lifetime measurements, and the excellent 
signal to background, we expect distances significantly greater 
than 100 A to be measurable. 
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